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Technology continues to be topical in the world
of real estate. It brings consumers into new
conversations and allows brands to be innovative in
fresh and inspiring ways.
However, this focus on technology can cause us to
overlook the key component in engaging with today’s
consumers: the personal touch. While the latest
tools are important, they cannot replace the human
element that is involved in a real estate transaction.
Keeping this in mind, the Sotheby’s International
Realty® brand engaged Forrester Consulting to study
the different roles technology plays throughout the
home buying and selling journey. The intention of
this study is to provide you a resource in your dayto-day efforts to meet consumers where they are and
deliver on their needs. We are committed to sharing
this research so that, as a brand, we can provide you
with industry leading tools to engage with today's
consumer, and point the way forward in our industry
as it continues to evolve.

Philip White
President & Chief Executive Officer
Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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At Sotheby’s International Realty®, we aim to lead.
This has been part of our DNA from the beginning:
centuries of tradition, dedicated to innovation.
Few areas present more opportunity than real
estate technology. The tools are nearly limitless, but
which should you reach for first? Which ones excite
today’s consumers?
Our goal is to equip you with the right tools.
You already lead the way in service, expertise,
and market knowledge. Technology should
augment that, not distract from it. This is why we
commissioned Forrester Consulting to research
how our industry is using technology—and where
there’s room for growth.
The hope is that the insights in this report allow
you to do your job more effectively, with incredible
precision and renewed enthusiasm. The landscape
is changing, but the independent real estate agent's
essential tools— local expertise, authenticity, and
customer service— remain firmly the same.

Kevin Thompson
Chief Marketing Officer
Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC
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INTRODUCTION
In a few short years, technology has completely changed the real estate
industry. And though these changes might feel monumental, we are really
only at the beginning.
In Summer 2018, we commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct
extensive research around the world to examine technology’s evolving role
in real estate. How are consumers using it? How are real estate agents
using it? And what can we learn to keep us on the leading edge?
This report contains the high-level results from that research, along with
information about the latest Sotheby’s International Realty® tools that
can help you take advantage of these exclusive insights.

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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KEY
FINDINGS
TECHNOLOGY CAPTURES AN ACTIVE AUDIENCE

Consumers are more knowledgeable and empowered than ever. But while most begin their
home search online, they still want real estate agent expertise and guidance during the
complex process of finding and buying their dream home.
See how the Sotheby’s International Realty® brand can help you capture this
online audience on pages 8–12.

59% of consumers

94% of consumers

82% of consumers

use real estate agents
to EXPLORE

use real estate agents
to BUY

use real estate agents
to SELL

TECHNOLOGY GETS CONSUMERS IN THE DOOR—VIRTUALLY
Technologies that were once considered cutting-edge are now expected. Consumers want to explore homes using 3D and virtual reality (VR) tours, but
few get the chance. Real estate agents who can implement these technologies
immediately have a unique opportunity to stand out among competitors.

See how the Sotheby’s International Realty® brand supports 3D and VR, as
well as augmented reality (AR) experiences, on pages 13–17.

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®

58% of consumers

49% of consumers

want 3D video tours to
save visiting in person

want VR video tours to
save visiting in person
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TECHNOLOGY LETS YOU FOCUS ON RELATIONSHIPS

Technology isn’t just empowering consumers. For real estate agents, it can
increase productivity and task automation, freeing up time to build more
meaningful relationships with clients.
See how the Sotheby’s International Realty® brand helps you use your time
effectively on pages 18–22.

41% of sellers want a real estate agent

30% of buyers expect to get better
service with a person than technology

with knowledge of their neighborhood
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CAPTURE
Consumers are already exploring real
estate. Be there to greet them.

FEEDING CONSUMERS’ APPETITE
FOR REAL ESTATE
CONSUMERS ARE ALREADY
SEARCHING FOR HOMES

Consumers are better informed than ever before,
using a variety of channels to actively—and passively—
explore real estate.
Our previous research in 2017 with Boston Consulting
Group also showed consumers love to pursue real
estate as entertainment, whether by watching HGTV
or following home and luxury Instagram feeds.

73% of consumers have
browsed real estate websites
over the last 12 months

84% of consumers have
used real estate apps over
the last 12 months

GREET THEM UPON ARRIVAL

Knowing what your clients read and watch gives you an indication of the content you need
to be producing, too. Ask who they follow on social media. This will keep you informed on
where the market is going and give you an instant idea of individual tastes.
It’s also worth studying similar social media feeds across the industry for inspiration. Pay
attention to engagement on their posts to see what is resonating with consumers while
also identifying areas of opportunity for you.

“

Consumers are
looking around and
they're educating
themselves. The
market's really
changed."
— Real Estate Agent

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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ADDRESSING
YOUR AUDIENCE
CONSUMERS ENGAGE WITH REAL
ESTATE CHANNELS IN DIVERSE
WAYS, DEPENDING ON THE
DEMOGRAPHIC

How consumers source their real estate information
is changing. Online channels including apps—are
popular with consumers of all ages, but on social
media, followers skew much younger:

48%

21%

of consumers 18–39 y/o
follow real estate social
media feeds

of consumers 40+ y/o
follow real estate social
media feeds

BRIDGING THE GAP

Traditional ways of reaching consumers still have
value, but with the rise of younger, more digitally-savvy
consumers, there may be a need to talk to two types of
consumers—in two different ways—simultaneously.

THE WAY CONSUMERS ARE SEARCHING
FOR PROPERTIES DOESN’T ALWAYS
ALIGN WITH HOW REAL ESTATE AGENTS
ARE MARKETING THEM

Older audiences with experience buying and selling
homes may expect real estate material to talk and work
in a very specific, rational way. Meanwhile, younger
audiences generally respond better to brief, visual
content that captures their imagination and appears in
media channels where they already spend their time.

While aggregator websites are essential to both, there are four
areas where consumers and real estate agents aren’t aligned.
Real estate agents disproportionately focus on direct mailings
and using social media for listings, while consumers focus on
search engines and media coverage.

Agents
49%

Consumer

51%

65%
51%

47%
39%

61%

38%

Printed listing
catalogs

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®

31%

32%

A sign outside
the property

Global
print ads

22%

23%

21%

Agent
networking

56%

48%

39%

33%

57%

53%

Listings on
aggregator
websites

Local
print ads
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Direct
mailings

Social media
accounts (business
& personal)

21%

Public relations Search engine
efforts/media marketing display
coverage with &/or search ads
print & online
| CAPTURE

THE SOCIAL
MEDIA GAP

ENGAGE MORE CONSUMERS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media’s real estate influence is
rising. But while many real estate agents
believe it’s a great place to market
their homes, consumers don’t always
recognize these efforts and are divided by
demographic over the use of social media
to search for real estate.

Real estate agents
using social media for
marketing real estate

61%

61%
44%

Consumers using
social media for
browsing real estate

21%

18–39 y/o

40+ y/o

BRING IN NEW LEADS
Leverage social media for
more than listings
There’s an opportunity to attract more consumers
with content that excites and engages. Try
experimenting with different approaches. Do
direct listings engage consumers or get lost in the
noise? Would lifestyle stories do a better job of
connecting with readers and standing out?

There’s also disparity in how real estate agents assume
social media will connect them with clients, and whether
or not clients recognize this connection. This mixed data
is likely due to consumers being introduced to real estate
agents indirectly by family or friends in the real estate
agent’s sphere of influence—which includes social media.

By offering a mix of stories and perspectives,
you’ll not only grow your followers, but you’re
also more likely to get new introductions or
recommendations.

Demonstrate your local expertise

53%

19%

Of real estate agents
found new clients
via social media

Of consumers found
real estate agents via
social media

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®

With so much information available to them
online, consumers are turning to real estate agents
for their knowledge. Use social media to show your
understanding of your area, its homes, and nearby
amenities. You already know what makes your city
or region appealing to buyers; relay these insights
to them with an authentic online presence.
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“

[All of my technology]
started with my most
important question:
how can I offer a
service that makes the
client choose us?"
— Real Estate Agent

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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LEVERAGE
Utilize new tools to
generate quality leads.

VISITING HOMES—
VIRTUALLY
HIGH-TECH VIEWING SOLUTIONS EXCITE CONSUMERS

The Sotheby’s International Realty® brand is an industry leader in ensuring our entire network
has easy access to the very latest technologies that consumers are demanding.
Just a few years ago, 3D and VR tours were well out of most real estate agents’ reach. But today,
they’re readily available to our real estate agents as well as integrated directly in to property detail
pages on sothebysrealty.com.
As you’ll see over the next few pages, consumers are excited to start using these tools during
their home buying and selling journey and are interested in working with real estate agents
who are offering them:

When visiting/exploring homes for purchase, which of the following types of
technology did you use?

Phone calls

53%

Email

52%

Text messages

34%
29%

3D video tours of the home

27%

Virtual reality programs that allowed me to see the property from afar

25%

An app that automatically scheduled viewings based on availability

24%

A messaging app
Augmented reality apps that allowed me to view furniture in an empty home

17%

Consumer Answers

These tools make life easier
for real estate agents.
Both 3D and VR tours come with
a host of benefits. Consumers can
experience a realistic tour of a
property on their own terms and
their own time, which means:
• Fewer wasted viewings and open house days
• Less inconvenience for your sellers
• More engaged leads
• More time for you to devote to more clients

THE OPPORTUNITY IN 3D
AND VR TOURS
TAKE THE LEAD ON THE NEXT
ITERATION OF HOME VIEWINGS

The potential of 3D and VR tours in the real estate
landscape is immense. If you’re one of the real estate
agents already using 3D or VR tours to sell homes,
you know the benefits of these tools firsthand. For
those just joining the 3D and VR space, this is the time
to take initiative—ahead of the curve. Our research
identified digital tours as an area of opportunity for
proactive real estate agents:

58%
of consumers want
3D video tours to save
visiting in person

49%
of consumers want
VR video tours to save
visiting in person

DIFFERENTIATE YOUR SERVICES
WITH EFFECTIVE TOOLS

67%

The Sotheby’s International Realty® brand has
already established the partnerships you need
to succeed with 3D and VR tours, thanks to our
relationship with virtual tour platform Matterport
and its integration into property detail pages on
sothebysrealty.com.

of real estate agents are
interested in making 3D
or VR video tours

BUT ONLY

29%

of consumers have
used 3D video tours to
save visiting in person
BUT ONLY

27%

of consumers have
used VR video tours to
save visiting in person

BUT ONLY

10%

of real estate agents are
already making 3D video
tours of their listings

Capture a larger audience by ensuring your listings
come to life, whether your buyer is there in person or
viewing remotely.

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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GAIN AN EDGE WITH AR
AND VIRTUAL STAGING
STAGE A WHOLE HOUSE IN MINUTES
The Sotheby’s International Realty® brand is the first
real estate brand to launch and implement an exclusive
AR virtual staging app: Curate by Sotheby's International
Realty℠. This app enables consumers to visualize any
house furnished in their preferred style before purchase.
Available for both iOS and Android devices, Curate by
Sotheby's International Realty is a tool real estate agents
can use both when listing homes—to add color and
vibrancy to unfurnished properties—and when hosting
a showing. However, our research shows that real estate
agents are still quite cautious about implementing this
technology, despite consumer demand:

AN EFFECTIVE TOOL IN
YOUR CACHE

Incorporating Curate by Sotheby's International
Realty into your interactions with clients will
allow you to:
•

Showcase properties in multiple styles
and functions

•

Transform a home during a showing to
suit your client’s tastes

•

Augment your client’s experience
throughout their entire journey

•

Expedite and facilitate the process
of showing a home

•

Save costs compared to physical staging

13%

67%

33%

of real estate agents
USE virtual staging

of real estate agents
WANT virtual staging

of consumers
WANT virtual staging

AN ADDED SERVICE
FOR CONSUMERS

In the hands of buyers, renters, and owners, Curate by
Sotheby's International Realty adds value by freeing
consumers to:

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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•

Visualize a space’s current design and plan into
the future

•

Avoid complex measurements and guesswork

•

Simplify the furnishing, decorating, and movein process
| LEVERAGE

“

We have to bump up
the level of service and
customer experience in
order to stay relevant."
— Real Estate Agent

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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CONNECT

Spend time on what matters—
quality connections.

DO WHAT YOU ALREADY DO—
WITH GREATER EASE
CONSUMERS ARE LOOKING FOR EXPERTISE
AND SERVICE

Technology is making it even easier for consumers and real estate agents
to work together. But it can never replace an experienced real estate
agent guiding consumers through the complex process of finding their
dream homes. Consumers are looking for real estate agents who use
technology effectively, but our research also confirms the enduring
importance of in-person interaction:

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements:
(% who agree or strongly agree)

18–39

40+

Tech-savvy real estate agents are important to me

69%

My real estate agent's use of technology made
the buying process easier

79%
80%

65%

I trust real estate listing websites to provide me
with accurate and truthful information

73%
67%

Using technology makes me feel
more secure about my purchase

76%

60%

Consumer Answers

Which of the following reasons most contributed to your decision to engage
a real estate agent?
Expected better service with a person

30%

Needed guidance on home market
in specified location

25%

Needed guidance on buying process

17%

Consumer Answers

AUTHENTICITY IS YOUR
GREATEST ASSET

Whether you’re communicating
electronically or in person, the
fastest way to establish trust with
a potential lead is to communicate
consistently and to personalize your
messaging. Being able to see that you
are professional, reliable, and fully
understand their needs is critical
for building these relationships.
SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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LET TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
YOUR PERSONAL TOUCH
THE NEED FOR GUIDANCE

Buying and selling may seem to require
very different approaches. Buyers
appear to favor tech-savvy agents,
while sellers prioritize a real estate
agent’s personal skills and expertise:

Why did you decide to use the real estate agent that you used during your
selling process? Please select the reason that most influenced your decision.
The real estate agent...
Had more knowledge about my
particular neighborhood/area

41%

Had more years of experience

24%

Offered more technology solutions
that made the process simpler

16%

Consumer Answers

However, further research reveals that agent/consumer interactions
during buying and selling are quite similar. Phone calls, emails, and inperson meetings are much more common than the use of social media:

Which of the following are the most common channels you use to interact
with your client throughout the listing phase?
Phone calls

69%

Emails

60%

In-person meetings

50%

Text messages

29%

Communication directly
through social media platforms

23%

Agent Answers

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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KNOW HOW YOUR CLIENTS
WANT TO COMMUNICATE

SOCIAL MEDIA IS A
RISING PREFERENCE
AMONG EMERGING
AFFLUENT CONSUMERS

Buyers aged 18–39 value social media
interaction—almost four times as much
as buyers over 40. These interactions
include messaging apps like WhatsApp
and Facebook Messenger, signaling that
today’s agents may want to broaden
their communication platforms to
engage the younger demographic:

When buying your home (or as you moved into the buy stage), which of the following
ways did you engage with a real estate agent?

18–39

40+
62%

Met with a real estate agent in person
52%

Called a real estate agent
Texted with a real estate agent

37%

Engaged with a real estate agent via social media

61%

47%

42%

Engaged with a real estate agent via email

71%

50%

40%

12%

Consumer Answers

For now, though, email remains the most popular
form of electronic communication during buying and
selling—most likely because it’s easy to track, can
handle multiple attachments, is used by nearly all
consumers, and is instantly accessible, with no new
apps, accounts, or passwords to remember.

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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SCALE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WHILE MAINTAINING
YOUR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
AGENTS ARE FACING INCREASING
CHALLENGES TO COMMUNICATING
EFFECTIVELY

Today’s real estate agents are required to navigate
multiple communication channels, adapt to changing
consumer preferences, and personalize at scale.

Which of the following challenges do you face most often when communicating with clients?
57%

Managing multiple communication channels per client
Organizing information specific to each active listing I hold

56%
55%

Personalizing emails to each client's needs
Managing the volume of emails every day

46%

A CRM system that is not specific to the needs of real estate

28%

I don't face any challenges when communicating with clients

14%
Agent Answers

86% of agents have

challenges communicating
with clients

Tailor your communication style
With so many communication channels available, why not just ask your clients how they would
prefer to communicate at the beginning of your relationship?
Also, discuss their preferences for frequency: some may want to go over every detail during a
sale or purchase, while others may only be interested in critical milestones. Present them with
options and refer them to your available social media channels to encourage ongoing interaction.

A CRM solution can help you personalize at scale
While the days of personalized communication and bespoke service have not passed, the sheer
volume of leads, connections, and follow-ups for one agent to organize can be overwhelming.
A customer relationship management (CRM) tool can do the administrative work of your
relationship-building, alerting you to lapsed emails, sending automated, personalized responses,
and freeing you to spend your time on the more detailed tasks that result in engagement long term.

Tap into existing resources
One benefit of being part of the Sotheby’s International Realty brand is that we’re committed to
getting you effective solutions before you need them. One such solution is rezora, our marketing
platform that ensures polished, Sotheby’s International Realty-branded content is available to you
at any time.
SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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TAKEAWAYS
The right tools at
your fingertips.

KEY
TAKEAWAYS

Your customers already have an
appetite for real estate. Use social
media to capitalize on this interest.
Customers are changing how they consume real estate
content, and younger consumers expect you to add value
on social media. Go where your audience is. Use these
Sotheby’s International Realty tools to build your presence
and a strong group of followers:

SIR
DESIGN VAULT BRAND
MATTERPORT
(DIGITAL ASSETS)
MOBILE
(3D/VR)
EXPOSURE
SIR BRAND

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

REZORA
(EMAIL)

MATTERPORT
(3D/VR)

CURATE

BRAND
EXPOSURE

BY SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTYSM

SIR
MOBILE

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®

(SEM, MEDIA TARGETING)

EDITORIAL
CALENDAR

STYLE GUIDE
(SIR BRAND USAGE)

CURATE

BY SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTYSM

Communicate with clients according
to their preferences, and leverage
technology to make better use of
your time.

Use the appeal of 3D and VR tours
and AR to take your audience
from curious to customer.
Virtual viewing and staging solutions will become
ubiquitous before you know it. Use these Sotheby’s
International Realty tools to become an expert now and
lead the way:

SKY ADVERTISING

Technology should help you, not get in the way. Use these
Sotheby’s International Realty tools to expedite day-to-day
tasks so you get more face time with consumers:

STYLE GUIDE

REZORA

(SIR BRAND USAGE)

(EMAIL)

SKY ADVERTISING

CURATE

BY SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTYSM

SIR BRAND

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

(SEM, MEDIA TARGETING)

DESIGN VAULT
(DIGITAL ASSETS)
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WINNING WITH TECHNOLOGY:
SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY® APPS AND TOOLS
SKY ADVERTISING (SEM, MEDIA
TARGETING)

STYLE GUIDE (SOTHEBY’S
INTERNATIONAL REALTY BRAND USAGE)

Harness the power of Sky Advertising to
optimize your SEM campaigns.

Share rich content and write SEO-friendly
captions inspired by the Sotheby’s International
Realty Brand Style Guide.

CURATE BY SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL
REALTYSM

SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY
BRAND SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

Furnish listings and personalize showings with
AR content created using the Sotheby’s
International Realty–branded app, Curate by
Sotheby’s International Realty.

Repurpose high-value content from Sotheby’s
International Realty brand channels such
as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and the
Extraordinary Living blog.

MATTERPORT (3D AND VR TOURS)

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

Bring your listings to life online with 3D and
VR Tours created using Sotheby’s International
Realty partner, Matterport.

Stay up to date and get topical inspiration from
the Sotheby’s International Realty Editorial
Calendar.

REZORA (EMAIL)

BRAND EXPOSURE OPPORTUNITIES

Communicate consistently via an easy-to-read
email template created in rezora.

Consult your company’s designated marketing
contact to discover Sotheby’s International Realty
Brand Exposure Opportunities, including blog
features, ad units, sponsored content, and more.

SIR MOBILE APP
Share GPS-enabled listings via the SIR Mobile
app, which allows consumers to conduct and
manage their home search from anywhere.

DESIGN VAULT (DIGITAL ASSETS)
Create premium, eye-catching ads using the
Sotheby’s International Realty Design Vault.

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®
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METHODOLOGY
ABOUT THE DATA IN THIS REPORT
THIS DATA IS FROM AUGUST 2018 COMMISSIONED SURVEY CONDUCTED BY FORRESTER CONSULTING ON BEHALF OF SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY®.
FORRESTER SURVEYED 1,229 PEOPLE, AGED 18-65+. MARKETS INCLUDED AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, BRAZIL, CANADA, THE CARIBBEAN, CHINA, FRANCE, GERMANY,
INDIA, JAPAN, MEXICO, THE U.K., AND THE U.S.
ALL 806 CONSUMERS INTERVIEWED WERE RECENT HOMEBUYERS WHO WERE IN THE UPPER INCOME BRACKETS IN EACH OF THE MARKETS WE RESEARCHED.

18-39

9%
27%
43%

21%
North America
APAC

Over 65 years old
40 to 65 years old
25 to 39 years old
18 to 24 years old

13%
43%

40+

56%
44%

40%
4%

EMEA
LATAM

THE 423 AGENTS INTERVIEWED WERE A MIX OF SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY® AND NON-SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY® AGENTS IN ORDER TO
SUPPLEMENT THE QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH.

18-39

25%

19%

34%

Over 65 years old
40 to 65 years old
25 to 39 years old
18 to 24 years old

10%
54%

40+

36%
64%

34%
2%

22%

North America
APAC

EMEA
LATAM

ABOUT FORRESTER CONSULTING
Forrester Consulting provides independent and objective research-based consulting to help leaders succeed in their organizations. Ranging in scope from
a short strategy session to custom projects, Forrester’s Consulting services connect you directly with research analysts who apply expert insight to your
specific business challenges. For more information, visit forrester.com/consulting.

© 2018, Forrester Research, Inc. All rights reserved.
Unauthorized reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Information is based on best available resources.
Opinions reflect judgment at the time and are
subject to change. Forrester®, Technographics®,
Forrester Wave, RoleView, TechRadar, and Total Economic Impact are trademarks of Forrester Research,
Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective companies. For additional information,
go to forrester.com. [E-40489]

FEATURED PROPERTIES
Prominent Properties Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: W76PKN

Sotheby’s International Realty – Beverly Hills Brokerage
Property ID: WC7KC3

Chile Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: M3K55T

Lew Geffen Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: PWLQT4

Sotheby’s International Realty Canada
Property ID: WEJFLS

Italy Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: 6BR5ST

Island Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: 644ZB4

List Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: CCCCD4

LIV Sotheby’s International Realty
Property ID: XPR96M
Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC materials, programs, or meetings that are not for compliance purposes are optional for your use as an independent contractor sales associate or broker
affiliated with Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC. Your use is not required for your continued affiliation with Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC. Nothing herein is intended to
create an employment relationship. Any affiliation by you with Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC is intended to be that of an independent contractor sales associate or an independently
owned and operated brokerage. Note: This material may contain suggestions and best practices that you may use at your discretion.
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With contributing research from

